PROVIDING CEAT STUDENTS WITH THE BEST TECHNOLOGY AT THE BEST PRICES.

OrangeTech is proud to partner with the Oklahoma State University College of Engineering, Architecture & Technology to offer the following strategically selected and specially equipped laptops at educational discounts especially for engineers. All computers include the option of a four-year OrangeTech service plan, including protection against accidental damage. Plus, be sure to ask about available financing options or how our student can use their financial aid to pay for their technology purchase. Contact OrangeTech for more information.

MINIMUM SPEC OPTION //

MSI GL63 8RC i7/16GB/128SSD+1THDD/GeForce GTX 1050 4GB
WITH 4-YEAR ORANGETECH SERVICE PLAN - $1378

OPERATING SYSTEM // Microsoft Windows 10 (64-bit)
PROCESSOR // Intel Core i7 8th Gen 8750H (2.20 GHz)
MEMORY // 16 GB Memory 1 TB HDD 128 GB M.2 SATA SSD
DISPLAY // 15.6" 1920 x 1080 eDP IPS-Level 45% NTSC
GRAPHICS CARD // GeForce GTX 1050 4 GB GDDR5
MFR # // GL63068

MIDDLE GROUND OPTION //

MSI WE63 8SI i7/16GB/512SSD/Quadro P1000 4GB
WITH 4-YEAR ORANGETECH SERVICE PLAN - $1978

PROCESSOR // Intel® Core™ i7-8750H
OPERATING SYSTEM // Microsoft Windows 10 Pro
MEMORY // 16GB (16G*1) DDR4 2400MHz
DISPLAY // 15.6" FHD (1920*1080), wideview 94%NTSC color Anti-glare
GRAPHICS CARD // NVIDIA Quadro P1000 4GB DDR5
MFR # // WE63238

PREFERRED OPTION //

MSI WE63 8SJ-235 i7/32GB/512SSD/Quadro P2000 4GB
WITH 4-YEAR ORANGETECH SERVICE PLAN - $2408

PROCESSOR // Intel® Core™ i7-8750H
OPERATING SYSTEM // OS Windows 10 Pro
MEMORY // 32GB (16G*2) DDR4 2400MHz
DISPLAY // 15.6" FHD (1920*1080), wideview 94%NTSC color Anti-glare
GRAPHICS CARD // NVIDIA Quadro® P2000 4GB DDR5
MFR # // WE63235
Safeware®
Own with confidence™

4 YEAR PROTECTION PLANS

- ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE FROM HANDLING
- 1 YEAR THEFT COVERAGE PROVIDED
- FAILURE FROM BREAKDOWN OR DEFECT
- NO SERVICE FEES ON SERVICE PLAN
- WORLDWIDE SERVICE ON COVERED REPAIRS

oragentech
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